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Smooth, mesmerizing, a soulful return to the soul of R&B. An emotional journey through the eyes of

another. Songs from the heart. About life, love, and relationships. 11 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Rhythm 

Blues, URBAN/R&B: Soul Details: Geno "G-Love" Stanley has a voice that's smooth and mesmerizing.

The voice that has the ability to take his listener's in with sincerity and honesty. This singer/songwiter

delivers with heartfelt lyrics and vocals that deliver the passion. For all the lover's of the classic R&B artist

! Musically and vocally you will hear the influences of such great artist's like Luther Vandross, Johnny Gill,

Jeffrey Osborne, and James Ingram . Yet with a style of his own ! Geno's debut CD " IT MUST BE LOVE

" is about life, love, and relationships. If you've ever been in love ? You can relate ! If you ever had your

heart broken ? You can relate. If you ever been in a relationship ? You can relate ! What is love ? It's that

million dollar question ! I'm sure all of us would answer it differently ! An emotional journey through the

eyes of another person's trials and tribulations. Or perhaps your own ? You'll have to be the judge of that

? Currently living in Denver, Colorado, He's been a lead singer for bands through Pro-Entertainment, a

company that specializes in live show bands for corporate functions. He's been a lead singer with bands

such as Park Avenue, Sudden Impact, and Full House. He has written and performed several songs that

has appeared on complilation CD's that were released in Las Vegas. In July of 2004 songs written by

Geno will be released on an independent film entitled " FATE ". An Ajene Film Production. Geno's a

songwriter and publisher with BMI. Geno states " I've been singing all my life. I've performed in front of

many audiences. Writing and peforming my own songs has been a wonderful experience. Each song that

I write. I strive to become best writer that I can possibly be. Every songwriter's dream is to write songs

that have universal appeal. I'm no different but if my song's touches the life of one person. That to me is

truly a blessing ! I hope you enjoy the songs ! I truly enjoyed writing and peforming them. I look forward to
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providing YOU ! The best music I could possibily bring.. Thank you for listening ! With the deepest and

most sincere appreciation ! This is only the beginning ! With love ! Geno "G-Love" Stanley
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